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About 444 On-Track Machines are presently working on Indian Railways
covering different works related to track maintenance and renewals. To improve
utilization of these machines, it is important to reduce their downtime and repair them in
the shortest possible time. In this context, need was felt to develop Trouble Shooting
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breakdown of machines. However, there is always scope for improvement for which
suggestions may be sent to the undersigned.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
While preparing the Provisional Trouble Shooting lvlanual of Track Relaying
l'rain (P811S), the terms used and their meanings are explained below:
CHECK

-

INSPECT

Ensure a specific condition does (or does not) exist

-

~ o o for
k damage and defects including breakage, distortion cracks.
corrosion and wear, check for leaks, security and that all items are
completed.
Remove old parts and substitute with a new or overhauled or
reconditioned part. Fit new or overhauled or reconditioned part in
place of missing part.

IVERHAUL -

Dismantle, examine, recondition or renew parts as necessary
against given specifications, reassemble, inspect and test.

(ii)

INDEX
S.
NO. I

DESCRIPTION

Engine
Machine General
Hydraulic Pump
Hydraulic Relief Valve
Hydraulic Unloader Valve
Hydraulic Motor
Annexure
Acknowledgement.

(iii)

PAGE NO.'

I. ENGINE
S. No.

Faults

Probable Causes

-

1.

Engine
does
not start

1.

Remedial Actions

1
.Emergency
stop 1. Emergency stop switch should
switch is pressed.
be in release position

2. No fuel in the tank.

2. Fill fuel in the tank and bleed air

from fuel system as given in
following steps:
i) Loosen the bleed plug on the fuel
filter and operate the priming
pump until the fuel emerges free
of bubbles. Tighten the bleed
Plug.
ii) Then loosen banjo plug on
injection pump and operate the
priming pump until fuel emerges
free of bubbles. Tighten the
banjo plug.
3. Check the electrical supply at coil.
3. Shut down
mechanism is stuck
if it is ok, then lubricate the
piston of shut down coil and
mechanism with lub oil and
operate it manually. If still not
working, then coil may be
defective. Replace it.
4. Air in fuel system.
4. Bleed air from fuel system as
explained in item no. 2 above.
5. Replace the complete fuel
5. Governor is stuck.
injedion pump
6. Misconnection of
6. Check starting switch and if any
starting switch.
miscor,nection is noticed, rectify
it
0
7 . Valve clearance is not 7. Adjust the valve clearance ascD
proper.
given in engine manual.
u.
8. Weak batteries.
8. Check electrolyte level in th$
batteries. Terminals should be
clean and the charging system
should be working. Over-aged
batteries should be .replaced.

S. No.
C

Faults

Probable Causes
I

I

I

2.

Engine
running too
hot.

Remedial Actions
I

I

-

9. Remove defective injectors and
get them overhauledlcalibrated cr
replace them with new one.
,
10. Valves not seating
10. i) Check the valves spring and
properly.
replace the broken spring if
any.
ii) Lap the valves.
iii) Lap the valve seat. if
required.
1. Coolant level too low. 1. Check coolant level and top up to
the mark in the filler neck.

9. Injectors not properly
functioning.

2. Defective thermostat.

2. Check thermostat as given in the
following steps:
i) Drain cooling water and store it for
reuse.
ii) Loosen hose clamps, pull back

hoses
and
then
remove
thermostat.
iii) Heat the water in container to
approx. 85" C and place
thermostat in it. Maintain
temperature of water by
agitating
iv) By short circuiting and radiator
opening, check whether the
thermostat opens fully. If not,
then install new thermostat.
3. Defective water pump. 3. Checklrepair the water pump.
4. V-belt for water pump 4. Check the V-belt tension. To
needs adjustment.
adjust, release the guide pulley
and regulate tension in the belt.
Then tighten the guide pulley.
If required, replace the V-belt.

5. Oil cooler not working 5. Repair Ireplace the Oil Cooler.
properly.
6. Valve clearance is not 6. Adjust the valve clearance as
proper.
explained in engine manual.
7 Air filter is choked.
7. Clean the air filter.

C

S. No.

3.

..

Faults

Engine
misfiring

Probable Causes

Remedial Actions

8. RPM of coolant fan is
too low.

8. Adjust the RPM of the motor to
1600. Check , hydraulic system
and change pump and motor if
necessary.

9. Water radiator
choked.
10.Radiator cap missing
or worn out
11. Wate'r hose too old.

9. Get the radiator cleaned.

1. Dirty fuel filter.

.

10. Fit new cap.
11. Replace the water hose.
1. Replace the fuel filters.

2. No Iless fuel in tank.

2. Fill fuel in the tank and follow
steps as given in s. no.1, item
no.2.
3. Bleed air from the fuel system as
3. Air in fuel system.
explained in s. no.1, item no.2.
4. Defective Injector.
4. Remove the defective injector and
get them overhauledlcalibratedl
replace with new one as
required.
5. Valve clearance is not 5 Adjust valve clearances as given
proper.
in engine manual

4.

Excessive
engine
smoking.

6. Fuel injection timing
not proper.
1. Engine oil level too
high.

6. Adjust the timings.
1. Check oil level. For this, draw
dipstick and clean with lint-free
cloth. Return dipstick, wait a
little until the oil has wetted the
dipstick. Then remove the %+
dipstick again and check oil w
rlevel.
0

,,

2. Defective injector

2. Follow the s.no.1, item no.9

3. Valve clearance is not 3. Follow the s. no. I , item no.7
proper.

1 S. No. 1

Faults

7

Probable Causes

Remedial Actions
d

4. Air in fuel system.

4. Follow the s.no.1, item no.2.

5..Clogged aii cleaner.

5. Clean the element or change if
required.
6. De-carbonise the engine.

6. Excessive carbon on
cylinder head and
piston.

5.

Engine
stops

7. Engine overloaded.

7. Check and reduce the load.

1. No fuel.

Fill fuel in the tank and follow
the steps as given in s. no. 1,
item 110.2.
2. Bleed air from fuel system as
explained in s. no.1, item no.2.
3. Adjust the valve clearances as
explained in s.no.1, item no.7
above.
4. Replace complete fuel injection
pump.

2. Air in the fuel system.
3. Valve clearances are

not proper.
4. Governor is stuck.

5. Overheating of
engine

6.

Engine
knocking

1.

5. Take remedial action as given in
s.no.2 above.

6. Shut down circuit
fails.

6. Check the electrical circuit and
repair as required.

1. Incorrect Injector

1. Remove the faulty injector and
get it reset or replace it with new

setting.

one.
2. Mechanical damage 2. Get the engine top overhauled.
to pistonlcylinder.
3. Valve clearance is
not proper.

3. Adjust the valve clearance as
given in engine manual.

4. Fuel injection timing

4.

is not proper.

Correct the timings.

p.No. I
L
7.

Faults

Remedial Actions

Probable Causes

I
Output of
the engine
too low

2. Air in fuel system.
3. Defective Injectors.

4. Valve clearances are
not proper.

5. Air filter choked.

.

2. Bleed the air from system as
explained in s. no.I,item no.2.
3. Remove the defective injectors
and get them overhauled or
replace with new one.
4. Adjust the valve clearances as
given in engine manual.

6. Improper
compression

5. Clean the air filter element or
replace if required.
6. Engine needs to be top
overhauled.

7. Governor is stuck.

7.

Oil pressure 1. Dirty lube oil filter.
low.

Oil film
present in
crank case
ventilation

1. Check the fuel filter and line, if
necessary change the filter.

1. Dirty fuel filter and
fuel line.

Replace the complete
injection pump.
1. Replace the lube oil filter.

fuel

2. Oil control valve not 2. Repair the control valve or
replace it.
working.
3. Dirty oil cooler
3. Clean the oil cooler.
1. Incorrect
1. Engine needs to be top
compression.
overhauled

2. Lube oil brands.

2. Use lube oil of proper brand and
grade as recommended by the
OEM.

10.

Engine
speed is
irregular.

1. Air in fuel system

nl

1. Bleed air from the system as a
explained in s. no.I , item no.2.

2

0

2. Governor is stuck.

2. Replace complete fuel injection
Pump.

S. No.
11.

Faults

Probable Causes

Fuel
1. Use of incorrect lube
consumption
oil bran$.
too high.
2. Incorrect setting of .
Injector.
3 Incorrect engine
timing.
4. Clogged air filter.
5. Poor compression

12.

Lube
oil 1. Incorrect lube oil
consumption
brand.
too high.
2. Poor compression
3. Oil filter dirty.

Remedial Actions
1. Use proper grade and quality lube
oil.

2. Overhaul1Replace the defective
injectors.
3. Get the engine timing reset.
4. Clean the air filter.

5. Engine needs to be top
overhauled.
1. Use proper grade and quality lube
oil as recommended by OEM.
2. Engine needs to be top
overhauled.
3. Replace the filter.

II.

1s. 1

E I

MACHINE GENERAL
Faults

I

Remedial Actions

Probable Causes

I

I

1.

Old
sleeper i) Hydraulic
problem
conveyor (OSI)
is not moving in
reverse
direct~on.

ii) Electrical
problem

i) If by operating all the electrical
controls for reverse movement, old
sleeper conveyor (OSI) is not
moving in reverse direction give
command to
it for forward
movement. If it is moving in forward
direction, then operate the hydraulic
valve
manually
keeping
the
electrical
commands
towards
reverse movement, If conveyor is
not moving, then spool of valve is
stick up. Clean it with petrol or
replace it with new one.
ii) If old sleeper conveyor is not moving
in any direction, then hydraulic
pump for old sleeper pick circuit may
not delivering the oil. Check and do
needful.
i) Check 24 volt supply in wire no. 28
at coupler of hydraulic valve for OS1
conveyor
reverselfoiward
movement. If it is coming, then
electrical circuit is OK and problem
is in hydraulic circuit. Check the
hydraulic circuit as explained above
ii) If supply is not found, then check it
at termical 1 of switch P2.4 in panel
box no. P2. If it is not coming there
then wire no. 28 between P.box no.
P2 and coupler may be damaged.
Check and do needful.

'a
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iii)
If 24 Volt is found at terminal 1
of switch P2.4 and solenoid is also
operative manually, then P2.4 in P
box no. P2 may also be
malfunctioning. Check and do
needful.

0

S.

Faults

Probable Causes

Remedial Actions

No.
iv) If 24V is not coming at terminal 1 of
switch P2.4 in P, box no P2. Thep
wire 24A between P.box no. P2A
and P2 may be damaged. Check
and do needful
v) If 24V is not coming at terminal 2 of
switch P2A.1 in P. box no 2A. If it is
existing there then switch P2A.1
may be malfunctioning. Check and
do needful.
vi) If 24V is not coming at terminal 1 of
switch P2A.1 in P. box no. 2A, then
check it terminal 1 of 2b.l in P. box
no. P2B. If it is existing there then
wire 248 between both the switches
may be damaged. Check and do
needful.
vii) If 24V is existing at terminal 1 of
switch P2B.1 in P. box no. P2B but
not coming at terminal 2.Then
switch may be malfunctioning.
Check and do needful.
viii) If terminal 1 of switch P2B.1 in
P.box no. P2B is not showing 24V,
then circuit breaker CB1 in P. box
no. P3 may be tripped. Check and
do needful
ix) If CB1 found OK and still supply is
not coming at line terminal (wire no.
23A) of CB1, then check it at line
terminal of circuit breaker CBlO in
engine panel box. If it is existing
there then either CB10 may be
tripped or relay R I A in engine
panel box may be defective. Check
and do needful.
x) If 24V is not coming at line terminal
(wire no. 2). Then fuse (shunt) in
engine panel box may be blown.
Check and do needful.

.
2.

I

Faults

Probable Causes

Old
sleeper i) Hyd. problem
, conveyor (OSI)
is not moving in
forward
.
direction.

ii) Electrical
problem

Remedial Actions
i) If by operating all the electrical
controls for forward movement, old
sleeper conveyor (OSI) is not
moving in forward direction. Give
i t . for reverse
command to
movement. If it is moving in reverse
direction, then operate the hydraulic
valve
manually
keeping
the
electrical
commands
towards
forward movement, If conveyor is
not moving, then spool of valve is
stick up. Clean it with petrol or
replace it with new one.
ii) If old sleeper conveyor is not moving
in any direction, then hydraulic
pump for old sleeper pick circuit may
not delivering the oil. Check and do
needful.
i) Check 24 volt supply in wire no. 29
at coupler of hydraulic valve for OS1
conveyor
reverselforward
movement. If it is coming, then
electrical circuit is OK and problem
is in hydraulic circuit. Check the
hydraulic circuit as explained above.
ii) If supply is not found, then check it
at terminal 3 of switch P2.4 in panel
box no. P2. If it is not coming there
then wire no. 29 between P.box no.
P2 and coupler may be damaged.
Check and do needful.

Co
K
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iii) If 24 Volt is found at terminal 3 of 0
switch P2.4 and solenoid is also
operative manually, then P2.4 in P.
box no. P2 may also be
malfunctioning. Check and do
needful.

S.

Faults

Probable Causes

Remedial Actions

No.
iv) If 24V is not coming at terminal 3 of
switch P2.4 in P. box no P2. Then
wire 24A between P.box no. P2A
and P2 may be damaged. Check
and do needful
v) If 24V is not coming at terminal 2 of
switch P2A.1 in P.box no 2A. If it is
existing there then switch P2A.1
may be malfunctioning. Check and
do needful.
vi) If 24V is not coming at terminal 1 of
switch P2A.l in P. box no. 2A, then
check it at terminal 1 of 28.1 in P.
box no. P2B. If it is existing there
then wire 248 between both the
switches may be damaged. Check
and do needful.
vii) If 24V is existing at terminal 1 of
switch P2B.1 in P. box no. P2B but
not coming at terminal 2.Then
switch may be malfunctioning.
Check and do needful.
viii) If terminal 1 of switch P2B.1 in
P.box no. P2B is not showing 24V,
then circuit breaker CB1 in P. box
no. P3 may be tripped. Check and
do needful
ix) If CB1 found OK and still supply is
not coming at line terminal (wire no.
23A) of CB1, then check it at line
terminal of circuit breaker CBlO in
engine panel box. If it is existing
there then either CBlO may be
tripped or relay RIA in engine
panel box may be defective. Check
and do needful.
x) If 24V is not coming at line terminal
(wire no. 2). Then fuse (shunt) in
engine panel box may be blown.
Check and do needful.

I

IS. I

I

Faults

I

Probable Causes

No'.
3. Old
sleeper i) Hydraulic
conveyor (OS2)
problem
is not movingin
reverse
direction

ii) Electrical
problem

1

Remedial Actions
i) If by operating all the electrical
controls for reverse movement, old
sleeper conveyor (OS2) is not
moving in reverse direction. Give
command to
it for forward
movement. If it is moving in forward
direction, then operate the hydraulic
valve
manually
keeping
the
electrical
commands
towards
reverse movement.. If conveyor is
not moving, then spool of valve is
stick up. Clean it with petrol or
replace it with new one.
ii) If old sleeper conveyor is not moving
in any direction, then hydraulic
pump for old sleeper pick circuit may
not delivering the oil. Check and do
needful.
i) Check 24 volt supply in wire no. 30
at coupler of hydraulic valve for OS2
reverselforward
conveyor
movement. If it is coming, then
electrical circuit is OK and problem
is in hydraulic circuit. Check the
hydraulic circuit as explained above.

1

ii) If supply is not found, then check it
at terminal 1 of switch P2.3 in panel
box no. P2. If it is not coming there
then wire no. 30 between P.box no.
P2 and coupler may be damaged. Ln
u
Check and do needful.
&

iii) If 24 Volt is found at terminal 1 of
switch P2.3 and solenoid is also
operative manually, then P2.3 in P.
box no. P2 may also be
malfunctioning. Check and do
needful.

0

S.
No.

Faults

Probable Causes

Remedial Actions

iv) If 24V is not comina at terminal 1 of
' switch P2.3 in P. box no P2. Then,
wire 924C between P.box no. P2
and P I may be damaged. Check.
and do needful
v) If 24V is not coming at terminal 2 of
switch P I .4 in P. box no P I but it is
existing at terminal 1. Then switch
P I .4 may be malfunctioning. Check
and do needful.
vi) If 24V is not coming at terminal 1 of
switch P1.4 in P. box no.PI, then
check it at terminal 2 of P2A.2 in P.
box no. P2A. If it is existing there
then wire 9248 between both the
switches may be damaged. Check
and do needful.
vii) If 24V is existing at terminal 1 of
switch P2A.2 in P. box no. P2A but
not coming at terminal 2.Then
switch may be malfunctioning.
Check and do needful.
viii) If 24V is existing at terminal 1 of'
switch P2B.2 in panel box no. P2B
but not corning at terminal 2, then
may
be
switch
P2B.2
malfunctioning. Check and do
needful
ix) If 24V is coming at terminal 2 of
switch 28.2 in panel box no. P2B
but not coming at terminal 1 of
P2A.2 of Panel box no. P2A. Then
wire 924A between the two
switches may be damaged Check
and do needful.
x) If terminal 1 of switch P2B.2 in P.box
no. P2B is not showing 24V, then
circuit breaker CB1 in P. box no. P3
may be tripped. Check and do
needful

Faults

Probable Causes

4.. o l d
sleeper i)-Hydraulic
problem
conveyor (OS2)
is not moving in
forward
direction.

ii)-Electrical
problem

Remedial Actions

I

xi) If CB1 found OK and still supply is
not coming at line terminal (wire no.
23A) of CB1, then check it at line
terminal of circuit breaker CBlO in
engine panel box. If it is existing
there then either CBlO may be
tripped or relay R I A in engine
panel box may be defective. Check
and do needful.
xii) If 24V is not coming at line terminal
(wire no. 2). Then fuse (shunt) in
engine panel box may be blown.
Check and do needful.
i) If by operating all the electrical
controls for forward movement, old
sleeper conveyor (052) is not
moving in forward direction give
command to it for
reverse
movement. If it is moving in reverse
direction, then operate the hydraulic
valve
manually
keeping
the
electrical
commands
towards
forward movement, If conveyor is
not moving, then spool of valve is
stick up. Clean it with petrol or
replace it with new one.
ii) If old sleeper conveyor is not moving
in any direction, then hydraulic
pump for old sleeper pick circuit may
not delivering the oil. Check and do
a
needful.
cg
i) Check 24 volt supply in wire no. 31
at coupler of hydraulic valve for O S ~
conveyor
reverselforward
movement. If it is coming, then
electrical circuit is OK and problem
is in hydraulic circuit. Check the
hydraulic circuit as explained above.

S.
NO.

Faults

Probable Causes

Remedial Actions

1

ii) If supply is not found, then checkit
at terminal 4 of switch P2.3 in panel
box no. P2. If it is coming there then
wire no. 31 between switch P2.3 and
coupler may be damaged. Check
and do needful.

iii) If 24 Volt is found at terminal 3 of
switch P2.3 and solenoid is also
operative manually, then P2.3 in P.
box no. P2 may also be
malfunctioning. Check and do
needful.
iv) If 24V is not coming at terminal 3 of
switch P2.3 in P. box no P2. Then
wire 924C between P.box no. P2
and P1 may be damaged. Check
and do needful
v) If 24V is not coming at terminal 2 of
switch P1.4 in P. box no P I but it is
existing at terminal 1 then switch
P1.4 may be malfunctioning. Check
and do needful.
vi) If 24V is not coming at terminal 1 of
switch P1.4 in P. box no.PI, then
check it at terminal 2 of 2A.2 in P.
box no. P2A. If it is existing there
then wire 9248 between both the
switches may be damaged. Check
and do needful.
vii) If 24V is existing at terminal 1 of
switch P2A.2 in P. box no. P2A but
not coming at terminal 2.Then
switch may be malfunctioning.
Check and do needful.
viii) If 24V is existing at terminal 1 of
switch P2B.2 in panel box no. P2B
but not coming at terminal 2, then
switch
P2B.2
may
be
malfunctioning. Check and do
needful

/SI

/

Faults

- .1 NO. L

5.

Probable Causes

I
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Remedial Actions
ix) If 24V is coming at terminal 2 o i
' switch 28.2 in panel box no. P2B
but not coming at terminal 1 of
P2A.2 of Panel box no. P2A. Then
wire 924A between the two
switches may be damaged Check
and do needful.
x) If terminal 1 of switch P2B.2 in P.box
no. P2B is not showing 24V, then
circuit breaker CB1 in P. box no. P3
may be tripped. Check and do
needful
xi) If CB1 found OK and still supply is
not coming at line terminal (wire no.
23A) of CBI, then check it at line
terminal of circuit breaker CBlO in
engine panel box. If it is existing
there then either CBlO may be
tripped or relay R I A in engine
panel box may be defective. Check
and do needful
xii) If 24V is not coming at line terminal
(wire no. 2). Then fuse (shunt) in
engine panel box may be blown.
Check and do needful.
i) Check 24V in wire no. 32 at coupler
of solenoid valve for NS1 conveyor
reverse movement by operating the
concerned switch. If supply is
existing and conveyor is not
rotating in reverse direction, then
spool of valve is stick up. Check
and do needful.
ii) Hydraulic pump for low pressure
circuit may not delivering the oil.

New
sleeper i) Hydraulic
conveyor (NSI)
problem
is not moving in
reverse direction

;

1

Check and do needful.
iii) If by operating the hydraulic valve
manually, conveyor is not rotating.
Then motor may also be defective.
iv) Filter for low pressure circuit pump
may also be choked. Check and do
needful

1
I
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s.

Faults

Probable Causes

No.
ii) Electrical
problem

9.

-

New
sleeper i) Hydraulic
conveyor (NSI)
problem
is not moving in
,
fotward direction

- - . -- .. -- /
Remedial Act.iuns
.
-- -.4
i) First of all circh.! breakt?: L f 3 . tn panel box no. P: a n d Cb10 in
engine panel should be III ON' '
position and battery key shozld k + '.
in 'ON' position.
ii) Now aperate the conce-ite?
hydraulic valve manua!iy
If
conveyor js rotating, then chc?!
24V in wire no. 32 al coupler r ~ f
valve. If it is not existing there, the.
mire no. 32 between switch P3.25
on panel box no f 3 and coupler
may be damaged. Check and do
needful.
iii) If supply is coming at terminal 1 of
switch P 3.23 and still solenoid is
inoperative, then relay RT3 in panel
box no. P3 may also be defective.
Check and do needful.
iv) If 24V is not coming at terminal 1 of
switch P3.23 in panel box no., then
wire no.24 between switch and
circuit breaker CB1 may be
damaged. Check and do needful.
v) If wire between CB1 and switch
P3.23 found OK, then check it at
load terminal of circuit breaker
CB10. If it is existing there, then
relay R I A in engine panel may be
defective. Check and do needful.
vi) If relay found Ok, then wire 23A
between CB1 and relay R I A may
be damaged. Check and do
--edful.
i) Check 24V in wire no. 933 at coupler
of solenoid valve for NS1 conveyor
forward movement by operating the
concerned switch. If supply exists
and conveyor is not rotating in
forward direction, then spool of
valve is stick up. Check and do
needful.

I'
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Faults,
,

.

I

Probable Causes

~~

.

I,

ii) Electrical
problem

I

Remedial Actions

1

ti) Hydraulic pump for low pressure
circuit may not delivering the oil.
Check and do needful. . iii) If by operating the hydraulic valve
manually, conveyor is not rotating.
Then motor may also be defective.
iv) Filter for low pressure circuit pump
may also be choked. Check and do
needful
i) First of all, circuit breaker CB1 in
panel box no. P3 and CBlO in
engine panel should be in 'ON'
position and battery key should be
in 'ON' position.
ii) Now operate the concerned
hydraulic
valve
manually.
If
conveyor is rotating, then check
24V in wire no. 933 at coupler of
valve. If it is not existing there, then
wire no. 933 between switch P3.23
on panel box no P3 and coupler
may be damaged. Check and do
needful.
iii) If supply is coming at terminal 3 of
switch P 3.23 and still solenoid is
inoperative, then relay RT3 in panel
box no. P3 may also be defective.
Check and do needful.
iv) If 24V is not coming at terminal 3 of
switch P3.23 in panel box no., then
wire no.24 between' switch and
circuit breaker CB1 may be
damaged. Check and do needful.
v) If wire between CB1 and switch a
P3.23 found OK, then check it at
load terminal' of circuit b r e a k e r a
CB10. If it is existing there, then
relay R I A in engine panel may be
defective. Check and do needful.
vi) If relay found OK, then wire 23A
between CB1 and relay R I A may
be damaged. Check and do
needful.

2

S.
No.
7.

Faults

Probable Causes

New
sleeper i) Hydraulic
problem '
conveyor (NS2)
i s not moving in
, reverse direction

ii) Electrical
problem

Remedial Actions
i) Check 24V in wire no. 34 at coupler
of solenoid valve for NS2 conveyor
reverse movement by operating the
concerned switch. If supply is
existing and conveyor is not
rotating in reverse direction, then
spool of valve is stick up. Check
and do needful.
ii) Hydraulic pump for low pressure
circuit may not delivering the oil.
Check and do needful.
iii) If by operating the hydraulic valve
manually, conveyor is not rotating,
then motor may also be defective.
iv) Filter for low pressure circuit pump
may also be choked. Check and do
needful
i) First of all, circuit breaker CB1 in
panel box no. P3 and CBlO in
engine panel should be in 'ON'
position and battery key should be
in 'ON' position.
ii) .Now operate the concerned
hydraulic valve manually. If
conveyor is rotating, then check
24V in wire no. 34 at coupler of
valve. If it is not existing there, then
wire no. 34 between switch P3.24 in
panel box no P3 and coupler may
be damaged. Check and do
needful.
iii) If 24V is not coming at terminal 1 of
switch P3.24 in panel box no.P3,
then wire no.24 between switch and
circuit breaker CB1 may be
damaged. Check and do needful.
iv) If wire between CB1 and switch
P3.24 found OK, then check it at
load terminal of circuit breaker
CB10. If it is existing there, then
relay RIA in engine panel may be
defective. Check and do needful.

Faults

8.

Probable Causes

New
sleeper i) Hydraulic
conveyor (NS2)
problem
is not moving in
forward direction

ii) Electrical
problem

Remedial Actions
v) If relay found OK, then wire 23A
between CB1 and relay R I A may
be damaged. Check and do
needful.
i) Check 24V in wire no. 935 at
coupler of solenoid valve for NS2
conveyor forward movement by
operating the concerned switch. If
supply exists and conveyor is not
rotating in forward direction; then
spool of valve is stick up. Ctieck
and do needful.
ii) Hydraulic pump for low pressure
circuit may not delivering the oil.
Check and do needful.
iii) If by operating the hydraulic valve
manually, conveyor is not rotating.
,Then motor may also be defective.
iv) Filter for low pressure circuit pump
may also be choked. Check and do
needful
i) First of all, circuit breaker CB1 in
panel box no. P3 and CBlO in
engine panel should be i n 'ON'
position and battery key should be
in 'ON' position.
ii) Now operate the concerned
hydraulic valve manually,
if
conveyor is rotating then check 24V
in wire no. 935 at coupler of valve.
If it is not exists there, then wire no.
935 between switch P3.35 in panel
box no. P3 and coupler may be
damaged. Check and do needful.
iii) Relay RT3 in panel box no. P3
should be in working condition.
Check and do needful.
iv) Check 24V supply at terminal 3 of
switch P3.24 in panel box no. P3. If
it is found there, then wire no. 35
between switch P3.24 and :relay
RT3 may also be damaged. Check
and do needful.
'
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S.
No.

9.

Faults

Old sleeper
platform is not
going downward
from rear side

Probable Causes

i) Hydraulic
problem

Remedial Actions
v) If 24V is not found at terminal 3 of
switch P3.24 in panel box no. P3,
then check it at load terminal of
circuit breaker' CB1 on panel box
no. P3. If it is not found there, then
wire no. 24 between CB1 and
P3.24 may be damaged. Check and
do needful.
vi) Check 24V at line terminal of CB1
If it is not foundthere then check irt
at load terminal of CB10. If it is
found there, then relay RIA on
engine panel box may be defective.
Check and do needful. In this case
wire no. 3A andlor 23A may also be
damaged. Check and do needful.
Check 24V at coupler of concerned
valve. If it is existing there then
electrical circuit is OK and problem
is in hydraulic circuit. Check it as
follows.
i)

ii) Electrical
problem

Operate the ' hydraulic valve
manually, If platform is not going
downward at rear side, the' spool
may be stick up. Check and do
needful.
ii) Pump for high pressure circuit may
also not delivering the oil. Check
and do needful.
iii) Hydraulic filter for high pressure
circuit may also be choked. Check
and do needful.
If hydraulic circuit is found OK,
check the electrical circuit as
follows.

i) ~ a t t e rswitch
~'
should be in 'ON'
position.
ii) Shunt on engine panel should not
be blown.

Faults

Probable Causes

Remedial Actions
iii) Circuit breaker CBl I should be iri
'ON' position.
iv) Fuse F2 in panel box. No. P I
should not be blown. Check and do
needful.
v) If all above found 'OK', then check
electrical circuit as follows.
a) Operate the switch RP1.3 and
RP1.2 in remote panel and check
24V at coupler of solenoid valve. If
it i s coming there, then electrical
circuit is 'OK' and problem is in
hydraulic circuit. Check it as
explained above.
b) If 24V is not coming at coupler of
solenoid valve, then check it at
terminal 2 of switch RP1.3 and
RP1.2. If it is coming there. Then
wire no. 119 is damaged. Check
and do needful.
c) If 24V is not found at terminal 2 of
switches RP1.3,RP1.2 and wire 119
is found 'OK' but it is coming at
terminal 1 of switches RP1.2 and
RP1.3 on remote panel. Then
switches are defective. Check and
do needful.
d) If 24V is not found at terminal 1 of
switches. Then check it at fuse F2
along with checking of fuse. If it is 0
found there and fuse is also 'OK. -r'
Then wire no.123 is damaged. rCheck and do needful.
o
e) If .wire no. 119. 123 and fuse F2
found 'OK". Then either relay R I B
in engine panel or wire no. 238
may be defective. Check and do
needful.
f) Wire no. 38 may also be damaged.
Check and do needful.

S.
No.
10.

Faults
Old sleeper
platform is not
going upward
from rear side

Remedial Actions

Probable Causes

Check 24V at coupler of concerned
valve. If it is existing there then
electrical circuit is OK and. problem
is in hydraulic circuit. Check it as
follows.

i) Hydraulic
problem
,

i)

ii) Electrical
problem

Operate the hydraulic valve
manually, If platform is not going
upward at rear side, the spool may
be stick up. Check and do needful.
ii) Pump for high pressure circuit may
also not delivering the oil. Check
and do needful.
iii) Hydraulic filter for high pressure
circuit may also be chocked. Check
and do needful.
If hydraulic circuit is found OK,
check the electrical circuit as
follows.
i) Battery switch should be in 'ON'
position.
ii) Shunt on engine panel should not
be blown.
iii) Circuit breaker CBl I should be in
'ON' position.
iv) Fuse F2 in panel box. No. P I
should not be blown. Check and do
needful
v)

d

all above found 'OK, then check
electrical circuit as follows.

a) Operate the switch RP1.3 and
RP1.2 in remote panel and check
24V at coupler of solenoid valve. If
it is coming there, then electrical
circuit is 'OK' and problem is in
hydraulic circuit. Check it. as
explained above.

Faults

11.

Old sleeper
platform is not
going downward
from front side

Remedial Actions

Probable Causes

i) Hydraulic
problem

b) If 24V IS not corning at coupler of
solenoid valve, then check it at
terminal 2 of switch RP1.2. If it is
coming there. Then wire no. 120 is
damaged. Check and do needful.
c) If 2 4 is~ not found at terminal 2 of
switch RP1.2 and wire 120 is found
'OK' but it is coming at terminal 1 of
switch RP1.2 on remote panel.
Then switches are defective. Check
and do needful.
d) If ,24V is not found at terminal 1 of
switch RP1.2. Then check it at fuse
F2 along with checking of fuse. If it
is found there and fuse is also 'OK.
Then wire no.123 is damaged.
Check and do needful.
e) If wire no. 119, 123 and fuse F2
found 'OK. Then either relay R I B
in engine panel or wire no. 238
may be defective. Check and do
needful.
f) Wire no. 38 may also be damaged.
Check and do needful.
Check 24V at coupler of concerned
valve. If it is existing there then
electrical circuit is OK and problem
is in hydraulic circuit. Check it as
follows.
i)

Operate the hydraulic valve
manually, I f platform is not going
downward at front side, the spool
may be stick up. Check and do
needful.
ii) Pump for high pressure circuit may
also not delivering the oil. Check
and do needful.
iii) Hydraulic filter for high pressure
circuit may also be chocked. Check
and do needful.
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S.
No.

Faults

Probable Causes

,

ii) Electrical
problem

Remedial Actions
If hydraulic circuit is found OK,
check the electrical circuit as
follows.
i) Battery switch should be in 'ON'
position.
ii) Shunt on engine panel should not
be blown.
iii) Circuit breaker C B l l should be in
'ON' position.
iv) Fuse F2 in panel box. No. P I
should not be blown. Check and do
needful.
V) If all above found 'OK, then check
electrical circuit as follows.

-

a) Operate the switch RP1.3 and
RP1.l in remote panel and check
24V ai coupler of solenoid valve. If
it is coming there,. then electrical
circuit is 'OK' and problem is in
hydraulic circuit. Check it as
explained above.
b) If 24V is not coming at coupler of
solenoid valve, then check it at
terminal 2 of switch RP1.3 and
RPl.l. If it IS coming there. Then
wire nc. 118 is damaged. Check
and do needful.
c) If 24V is not found at terminal 2 of
switches RP1.3, RP1.l and wire
118 is found 'OK but it is coming at
. terminal 1 of switches RP1.l and
RP1.3 on remote panel. Then
switches are defective Check and
do needful.

IS. I
). 1

12.

Faults

Old sleeper
platform is not
going upward
from front side

( Probable Causes

i) Hydraulic

problem

I

Remedial Actions

d) If 24V is not found at terminal 1 of
switches. Then check it at fuse F2
along with checking of fuse. If it is
found thewand fuse is also 'OK.
Then wire no.123 is damaged.
Check and do needful.
e) If wire no. 118, 123 and fuse F2
found ' O K . Then either relay R I B
in engine panel or wire no. 23B
may be defective. Check and do
needful.
f) Wire no. 3B may also be damaged.
Check and do needful.
Check 24V at coupler of concerned
valve. If it is existing there then
electrical circuit is OK and problem
is in hydraulic circuit. Check it as
follows.

1

i)

ii) Electrical
problem

Operate the hydraulic valve
manually, If platform is not going
upward at front side, the spool may
be stick up. Check and do needful.
ii) Pump for high pressure circuit may
also not delivering the oil. Check
and do needful.
iii) Hydraulic filter for high pressure
circuit may also be chocked. Check
and do needful.
If hydraulic circuit is found OK,
check the electrical circuit as
follows.
i) Battery switch should be in 'ON'
position.

Pd
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ii) Shunt on engine panel should not
be blown.
iii) Circuit breaker CB11 should be in
'ON' position.

0

IS. I
No. 1

Faults
I

I

Probable Causes

I

Remedial Actions
iv) Fuse F2 in panel box. No. P I
should not be blown. Check and do
needful.

I

I

v) If all above found 'OK, then check
electrical circuit as follows.
a) Operate the switch RP1.3 and
RP1.l in remote panel and check
24V at coupler of solenoid valve. If
it is coming there, then electrical
circuit is 'OK' and problem is in
hydraulic circuit. Check it as
explained above.
b) If 24V is not coming at coupler of
solenoid valve, then check it at
terminal 2 of switch RP1.3 and
RP1.l. If it is coming there. Then
wire no. 121 is damaged. Check
and do needful.
c) If 24V is not found at terminal 2 of
switches RP1.3, RP1.l and wire
121 is found 'OK' but it is coming at
terminal 1 of switches RP1.l and
RP1.3 on remote panel. Then
switches are defective. Check and
do needful.
d) If 24V is not found at terminal 1 of
switch. Then check it at fuse F2
along with checking of fuse. If it is
found there and fuse is also 'OK.
Then wire no 123 is damaged.
Check and do needful.
e) If wire no. 121, 123 and fuse F2
found 'OK". Then either relay R I B
in engine panel or wire no. 238
may be defective. Check and do
needful
f) Wire no. 38 may also be damaged.
Check and do needful.

-
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S.
Faults
Probable Causes
No.
13. Forward traction i) Hydraulic problem
.
of power car is
out of order.

I

Remedial Actions

1

J

i) Operate the concerned spool of
Hydraulic valve manually. If traction
starts then problem is in electrical
circuit.
ii) If traction not starts then problem is
in hydraulic circuit. Check it as
follows.
a) If by operating the valve manually,
spool is not moving then it may be
stick up or broken. 'Check and do the
needful.
b) If spool of valve is functioning and
traction is still not starts, then flow
control valve may be malfunctioning.
Check and do the needful.
c) Pump for front traction may not
delivering the oil. Check and do the
needful.
d) If by operating the controls for reverse
traction, traction car is not moving
backward. Then traction motor may
be defective. Check and do the
needful
i)
If
by operating the hydraulic valve
ii) Electrical problem
manually, forward traction starts.
Then problem is in electrical circuit.
Check and do the needful.
a) Operate the electrical control P3.41 in
P.B. no. P3, the supply should come
at coupler. If not so then check it at
terminal 6 of relay R3 in P.B. no. P3,
if it is coming there then wire no. 73 IL
between relay R3 and coupler may ,
"
be damaged. Check and do the 0
needful
b) If supply is not coming at terminal 6 of
relay R3, then check it at terminal 7.
If it is coming there, then relay R3 is
defective. Replace it with new one.

,,

1s. I

I No. I

14.

Faults

I

Probable Causes

I

Remedial Actions

,

c) If supply is not coming at terminal 7 of
relay R3, then check it at terminal ':!
of limit switch LS100. If it is coming
there then wire no. 61 between relay
R3 and limit switch LSlOO may be
damaged. Check and do the needful.
d) If supply is ,not coming at terminal 2
then check it at terminal 1 of limit
switch LS100. If it is coming there
then limit switch may defective.
Check and do the needful.
e) If supply is not coming at terminal 1 of
limit switch LSlOO then wire no. 903
may be damaged between switch
P3.41 and LS100. Check and do the
needful.
f) Switch P3.41 may also be defective.
Check and do the needful.
g) If supply is not coming at input
terminal of switch then wire 65
between relay R4 and switch may be
damaged. Check and do the needful:
Reverse traction i) Hydraulic problem i) Operate the concerned spool of
is out of order
Hydraulic valve manually. If traction
starts then problem is in electrical
circuit.
ii) If traction not starts then problem is in
hydraulic circuit. Check it as follows.
a) If by operating the valve manually,
spool is not moving then it may be
stick up or broken. Check and do the
needful.
b) If spool of valve is functioning and
traction is still not starts, then flow
control valve may be malfunctioning.
Check and do the needful.
c) Pump for reverse traction may not
delivering the oil. Check and do the
needful.

.
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Faults

/

Probable Causes

1

-_I

Remedial Actions
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I
d) If by operating the controls for forward
traction, traction car is not moving
forward. Then traction motor may be
defective. Check and do the needful
ii).Electrical problem i) If by operating the hydraulic valve
manually, reverse traction starts.
Then problem is in electrical circuit.
Check and do the needful.
a) Operate the electrical control P3.39 in
P.B. no. P3, the supply should come
at coupler. If n o t s o then check it at
terminal 6 of relay R4 in P.B. no. P3,
if it is coming there then wire no. 74
between relay R4 and coupler may
be damaged. Check and do the
needful
b) If supply is not coming at terminal 6 of
relay R4, then check it at terminal 7.
If it is coming there, then relay R4 is
defective. Replace it with new one.
c) If supply is not coming at terminal 8 of
relay R4, then check it at terminal 2
of limit switch LS100. If it is coming
there then wire no. 61 between relay
R4 and limit switch LSlOO may be
damaged. Check and do the needful.
d) If supply is not coming at terminal 8
then check it at terminal 7 of limit
switch LS100. If it is coming there
then limit switch may defective.
Check and do the needful.
e) If supply is not coming at terminal 7 of
limit switch LSlOO then wire no. 904
may be damaged between switch I-Y?
P3.39 and LS100. Check and do the I-needful.
0
f) Switch P3.39 may also be defective.
Check and do the needful.
g) If supply is not coming at input
terminal of switch then wire 66
between relay R3 and switch may be
damaged. Check and do the needful.

I S.
No.
15.

Faults

Probable Causes

Remedial Actions

!

Reverse
i) Hydraulic problem i) Operate the concerned solenoid valve
movement
of
manually. If plow is not rotating, then
.
problem is in hydraulic circuit. Check
dynamic plow is
out of order
it as follows.
a) Relief valve should be set at 1900PSI.
b) Spool of solenoid valve may be stick
up or broken. Check and do the
needful.
c) Hydraulic motor may be defective.
Check and do the needful.
d) Pump gear may not delivering the oil.
Check and do needful.
ii) Electrical probiern i) If plow is rotating by operating the
solenoid valve manually, the problem
is in electrical crrcuit. Check it as
follows.
a) Check 24V at terminal of solenoid
valve. If it is not coming .there, then
check it at terminal 2 of switch P3.33
in P.B. no. P3. If it is existing there
then wire no. 110 between' switch and
solenoid valve may be damaged.
Check and do the needful.
b) If 24V is not coming at terminal 2 of
switch' P3.33 but it is existing at
terminal 1. Then switch is defective.
Replace it with new one.
c) If 24V is not coming at terminal 1 of
switch P3.33 But it is existing at load
terminal of circuit breaker CB6 in P.B.
no. P3. Then wire no. 98 between
circuit breaker and switch may be
damaged. Check and do the needful.
d) If 24V is not coming at load terminal
of circuit breaker CB6 but it is existing
at line terminal. Then either CB6 'may
be tripped or defective Check and do
the needful.
e) If 24V is not coming at line terminal of
CB6 but it existing at terminal 5 and 6
Then wire no. 236 may be damaged.
Check and do the needful.

Faults

15.

Probable Causes

Remedial Actions

f) If 24V is not coming at terminal 5 and
6 of relay R1B in engine panel but it IS
existing at terminal 3 and 4, then relay
R1B is defective. Replace it.
g) If 24V is not coming at terminal 3 and
4 of relay R l B in engine panel but it is
existing at load terminal of circuit
breaker CBl I in engine panel. Then
wire no. 38 may be damaged. Check
and do the needful.
h) If 24V is not coming at load terminal
of C B l l but it is existing at line
terminal. Then C B l l may be tripped
of defective. Check and do the
needful.
i) If 24V is not coming at line terminal but
it is existing at terminal S2 of shunt in
engine panel. Then wire no. 2 may be
damaged. Check and do the needful.
i) Hydraulic problem i) Operate the concerned solenoid valve
Forward
movement
of
manually. If plow is not rotating, then
dynamic plow is
problem is in hydraulic circuit. Check
out of order
it as follows.
a) Relief valve should be set at 1900PSI.
b)Spool of solenoid valve may be stick
up or broken. Check and do the
needful.
c j Hydraulic motor may be defective.
Check and do the needful.
d) Pump gear may not delivering the oil.
Check and do needful.
ii) Electrical problem i) If plow is rotating by operating the
solenoid. valve manually, the problem
is in electrical circuit. Check it as Ftf
follows.
ba) Check 24V at terminal of solenoid 0
valve. If it is not coming there, then
check it at terminal 4 of switch P3.33
in P.B. no. P3. If it is existing there
then wire no. 111 between switch and
solenoid valve may be damaged
Check and do the needful.
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5) f 24V is not cc,nirg at ten;
4 of
switch P3.33 but it is exis; ;at
terrntnal 3. the^ switcfi is de .:t:ve.
Replace it with r iw one .

c) If 24V is not comir;g at termir,:;, 3 of
switch P3.33. Bu: it is existing 3r ,oad ,
terrnlnal of circuit breaker CB6 P.B.
no.' P3. Then wire no. 98 brjt~een
c:rcbrt breaker end switch ti 4y be
darriaged. Check ard dc the ne: Sul.
d) if 24V is not ccmng at load t>r;.~;nal
of circuit breaker CB6 but it Is ex~sting
at line terminal. Then e~therCE3 may ..
be tripped or defective Check Ir.rj do
the needful.
e) If 24V is not c0rnir.g at line temdrjal of
CB6 but it existing at terminal 5 zr8d6.
Then wire no. 23B may be damged.
Check and do the needful.
f) If 24V is not coming at terminal 5 and
6 of relay R I B in engine panel krrr it is
existing at terminal 3 and 4, then relay
R I B is defective. Repiace it.
g) If 24V is not coming at terminal 3 and
4 of relay R1B in ensine panel bti it is
existing at load terminal of curcuit
breaker CBl I in engine panel Then
wire no. 38 may be damaged. Check
and do the needful.
b) If 24V is not conr:;.? at lozd t r ; ~ i n a l
of C B l l but it is existing ;.: I~me
?m?!nd. Tkzn C311 may be ' ; : ? p d
of de-?zctira. C' .e& a:.: c': the
-*3FLl.
!, If 24;/ is not corning : , line t -:n:
I bbt
It i j misting at t.2r r 31 S2 r ;,+
:P
ep!gn@pan?!. 'Then re no 2 r , 'be
c:%a>::d.
C1-sck 2 - 1 do +. 7-: ;.;'
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Remedial Action
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1. . P U I T I ~
;lot 1 . Plirnp driven irr I.
Check the pump rotation by hand
doliver~ngoil.
wrong direction (at
prirning. Pour the hydraulic oil
the time of new
into inlet port and rotate the
p~,rrr!p fiiment, this
shaft. See whether the oil is
problem may occur).
delivering through outlet port or
not. if not, change the rotatiorr
according to the engine shaft
rotation.

2. Oil le\~eItoo low in 2. Check oil level in reservoir. It
the reservoir (if oil
should be above minimum mark.
ifnecessary, recoup the oil.
level is very low,
aeration may take
plsce and pump will
not deliver oil).

3. Intak filterlpipe
choked.

3. Clean or replace filter for proper
flow of oil.

4. Air leaks at pump 4. Pour hydraulic oil on intake joints
intake joints.
and on observing abnormal
sound, tighten the intake joint as
required.
5.-Broken pump shaft or 5. Replace the broken shaft or
rotor.
rotor. Also align the prime mover
shaft

6. Pump Speed too 6.Pump slhould run at prescribed
speed. Engine rpm should be
slow. (The delivery
rate a!'discharge is
checked.
prcscrii;t:d
at :I
ccrtain
rprrl
ol'
enqint:.
1; f.r$i:i:> .
spcsr! bezr/nlc: less
1 k r 1 :c.?3l ;;J' ?:(I, :i
r:l?y
F,??t:?
i/,f:
I -1
: I
I-i
,/;!'I.

,,

-

~

-. .

~au&

I
I

2.

Pump makes
nr.i: +

.-I

.

Probdbla Causes -

1

---- .Rmbdi2l Action
-

- -.
7. 9irty suction filrer.
7.
8.
8. Faulty suction valve.

-- -

J

-

Replace the filter.
Repa~r or changa the
valve.
. 9. Air in system.
9.
Discharge air from the
system.
. 10. Pump drive inoperative.
10. i) Replace the broken
pump shaft.
ii)
Change
defective
coupling.
1.I. C l ~ ~ t out
c h of adjcsirnent. 1I . Adjust clutch.
12. Replace with new one.
12. Purnp is damaged.

:. 1. Aeration.

l i ) Fill the reservoir with the
oil upto required level to
prevent aeration.
ii) Check condition of pump
shaft sear.
Change, if
requrred.
2. lntaks line or suction filter 2. Clean or replace the filter or
partly clogged.
line.
3. Reduce speed up to prescribed
3. Pump running too fast.
limit.
,4. Coupling misaligned (Due 4. Realign the pump shaft and
prime mover shaft.
to this bearing may get
damaged,. play at shaft
may develop).
5. Air breather screening element
5. Reservoir noi vented
should be cleaned.
properly.
6. Suction filter too smaiP in 6. Replace by proper size of
fiftec.
..,--. 3
7. Air l e k s a! pump inta!<e 7. Teke action as explained in
s.no.1, it-m no. 4.
plpe jomts ard ei: draw
. I ough kt:: fiw.
8. C.1 visccsit-f too 1?/g:i.(jn 8. St:3lf tiic ergize for few
rninutcs to warm-up th3
cc!.: cE:m&e oil v#so5Q
hydra~,!ic o ~ust:d
l
in m3chin:-:+ii3?shigb $0 n.1 I c e
it, 9-r M[I
plaw Z P ~ for p r o p flow Um only
..?. ;:,u.t:m,.
-. , v.1:1 o ~ r ;
proper gr&r of oil.
'

C ' .

KpiZsI

Probable Causes
T

Pump
overheats

e

d

.
.
~
.
.
.
,
.
.
~
a

9. Cavitation.

3

G

i

a

7

l Action

9. i) Check condition of suction filter

and return line filters. Clean or
changeas necessary.
ii) Check clogging of inlet line.
Clean or change as .necessary.
iii) Check loose fittings on suction
lines. Tighten, if required.
iv) Clean hydraulic tank breather.
10. Shaft seal leaks.
10. Replace the seal.
1 1 . Foams in oil.
1.1. Vent the system.
12. Casing leaks.
12. First tighten bolts, then check for
cracks and sealing.
13. Vane spring broken. U.Change spring.
14. Any part of pump 1h. Replace defective parts.
defective.
15. Foreign bodies in 15. Remove foreign bodies. Flush
suction line.
the system if required.
16. System dirty.
16. Flush the system
17. Sharp :bends in 17 Eliminate or reduce the bends in
suction line.
suction line.
18. Oil temperature too 18.Check the hydraulic circuit. 011
high.
cooler may be ineffective.
Rectify the defect.
19. Boost pump failed.
19. Check boost pump and repair as
required. .
20. Vibration in system
20. Check unusual occurrence in the
system
21. Pump worn out or 21. Pump should be replaced.
damaged.
f . Wrong oil grade.
1. F ~ loil
l as recommended.
2. Oil speed in system 2. Install pipes of proper size.
too high.
3. Oil level too low.

3. Fill the oil up to szfe level

4. Pump rotor groove worn 4. Charge the wora out parts

out
5.Radia! or axial Io3crng
tco high.

5. Coadiiag shotdd be rwstricted to
prescribe.l lim~t.Check a!isnr.~,snt

limit

I

S.

I

Faults

7
Probable Causes

1 6. Initial speed
rises

'

4

5

\-

Remediai Action

.L
_I

6. Check max. pressure. If needed
Ireplace with larger capacity and
install pipe of nominal bore.
7. Inadequate cooling
7: Increase cobling capacity.
8. Cooling system is dirty. 8: Clean the cooling system.
9. Differential pressure too 9. lncrease pressure setting of
relief valve.
low .,
10. Reduce pressure setting.
10. Pressure too high
11. Replace by appropriate type of
11. Wrong type of
pressure valve
valve.
12. Replace by suitable size of
12. Wrong seal size
seal.
13. Clean filter or replace by larger
13. Filter dirty or too
small.
size.
14.Pump running speed
14. Reduce speed.
high
15. Bleed the system.
15. Cavitation
16. Vent the system.
16. Foams in oil
17 Clean the vents.
17. Venting dirty
18. System contaminated 18 Flush the system.
19. Eliminate bends or at least
19. Sharp bends in
. reduce them.
suction line
20
Check boostpump and repair as
20 Boost pump failed
required.

Modify the pressure setting.
Pump develops 1. Wrong pressure setting I.
no pressure
2. Repair1 Replace the valve.
2. Pressure valve spool
stuck
3. Replace defective parts.
3. Leakage in system
4 Replace shaft.
4. Pump shaft broken
5. ~ l & hthe system completely.
5. system contaminated
6.
Replace seais 2nd gaskets
6.lmproper gasket and
seal
Speed loss on 1. Inlet pressure too low. 1. Increase pressure.
pump.
2. Outlet pressure too
2 Che& sys!em.pressure.
high.
3.checi the circuit.
3.011temperature too
h~gn.

Faults

S.

Probable Causes

Wemedia#Action

No.,
'6.

7.

-- -.--- --- 1 Pressure too low.
1. Increase pressure setting.
2. '0' Ring on port plate 2.R~place'O'Ring.
defective.
3. Too much'play in the 3. Replace bearing.
shaft.
Hydraulic oil
1. System pressure is 1. Adjust the pressure to the
overheated.
too high.
required limit.
2. Dirty oil
2. Clean or change filters and
strainers.
3. Oil level is low.
3. Fill up the oil to the upper mark.
4. Hydraulic oil of
4. Check oil for proper viscosity. If,
incorrect viscosity
change of oil is required, flush
the entir'e system and change
filter before adding fresh oil.
5. ~ a u lcooling
t~
system 5. Check oil cooler for trash on out
side cooling surfaces. Clean
wi.th air pressure or steam
pressure.
8. Internal leakage of 6. Overhaul
or replace faulty
hydraulic oil due to
components.
worn pump, valve,
. motor and cylinder
Bearing failure. 1. Chips or other 1. Replace bearings and check
~n
contaminants
intrusion of contaminants.
bearing.
2. Coupling misaligned. 2. Align prime mover shaft and
pump.
3. Inadequate
3. Lubricate system properly.
lubrication.
4. Pump running too
4. Adjust speed of prime mover.
fast.
5. Excessive or shock 5. Reduce operatitig pressure.
loads.
(Excessive
loads due to operatins
pressure rnzy damage
the bearing).

pump does not
work.

~

8.

~

IV. HYDRAULIC RELIEF VALVE
!

S.
No.
1.

2.

3.

Faults

Probable Causes

Remedial Actions

Erratic pressure.

1. Foreign material in
1. Drain the oil. clean the tank and
the oij.
refill with clean oil.
2. Worn poppet valve 2. Replace poppet valve or seat
or seat.
as required.
(oil from pilot stage
will go to tank due to
worn poppet valve or
seat and pressure,
r,
will drop).
3. Piston sticking in
3. Clean piston after dismantling.
main body.
Check free movement after reassembling.
Low pressure or 1. Valve improperly 1. Adjust valve by adjusting knob
no pressure.
adjusted.
to proper pressure setting.
2. Vent connection is 2. Plug the vent connection.
open.
2.
3. Balance.hole in main 3. Remove piston and clean the
piston choked.
orifice. Clean the tank and
replace hydraulic oil.
4. Poppet in cover not 4. Check the poppet condition. If
seating.
required, replace it.
5. Broken or weak 5. Replace the spring and again
spring.
set the pressure with adjusting
knob.
6. Dirt, chip etc keeps 6. Clean the complete valve.
valve partially open.
Excessive noise 1. High oil velocity
I. Check valve flow rating.
or chatter.
through valve.
Replace with larger valve, if
necessary.

2. Distorted co~trol
sppng.
3. Worn poppet.
4. Ven! line too lor^^.

5.

2. Replace spring
3. Replace the poppet

4. Replace restrictions e.g. needle
valve or orifice. Plug in vent line
next to the relief valve.

Valve
pressure 5. Set relief valve pressurz at-least
sskhg too close to
150 PSI higher t b m other
that of another valbrs
valves in circuit.
in circait.

J

r-m

1

.

4.

Probable Causes

--L-.--

Valve do
function

i

5.

I

.

1

Remedial Action

_1

not I Spool stcik;
1. Clean stuck spool.
, 2. Oil temperature too 2.Check the function of oil cooler
and clean the radiator fins.
high.
3. Oil speed too high.
3. Check speed of the pump.
. ~.
4. Internal leakage.
4.Prevent leakage.
5.Tank line .under high 5. Check pressure in tank line.
pressure.
6. Control line dirty.
6. Clean lines properly.
Valve
over- 1. System pressure too 1. Adjust the pressure.
heating
high.
2. Dirt in the system.
2.Clean the system.
..
..
3.Check
and clean spool. :
3.
Spool
citicks.
-. .. -+ 4. Spool defpctive
4. Check and replace spool, if
,
defective.

,

\

Faults

NO./

.

.

V. IiYDRAULIC UNLOADER VALVE
Faults

1.

2.

Low
or
pressure.

I Probable Causes
no I ..Orifice of main piston
choked.
2. Vent connection
open to tank.
3. Safety valve at zero
setting
4. Broken or weak
spring

I

Remedial Actions
1. Clean the orifice.
2. Plug the vent connection.
3. Set the safety valve at proper
pressure.
4. Replace the spring.

Fails
to 1. Valve
~ressure 1 Set valve at proper pressure.
completely
setting too high.
unload pump.
2. Valve spool binding 2. Clean the spool or replace if
required
in body.
3. Incorr- assembly. 3. Assemble as per proper
drawing.
4. Nii or low nitrogen 4. Check pressure and recharge
the accumulator .
pressure in the
accumulator.
5. Change the bladder.
5. Punctured bladder.

I

VI. HYDRAULIC MOTOR
S. Faults
Probable Causes
No,
I
1.
Motor makes 1. Vane spring broken.
loud
2. Shaft seaf leaks.
.
Noise.
3. Casing leaks.
~

'.
I

.

Motor
overheats
.

+.

>?.

-.-~.

.

2.-Rotor-worn out.
3. Inadequate cooling.
4. Pressure too high.

-

-

,

.

.

..

.

~

.

,
.
1. Increase pressure by resetting
relief valve.
2. Change defective parts. ,
3. Check cooling circuit.
Hydraulic oil cooler may be
defective .
4. Check the system pressure..

.

*. .

'

2.Motor parts defective.
.3. Oil temperature too high
.

2:- Change the rotor.
3. Check cooling pump
4. Reduce pressure setting on
relief valve.
5. Replace by suitable seals.

,

.. .

3,: : SGeba :'-:'16sgi;'lijlet:pGggur&too low.-on motor.

-

5:' Wrong seal size.

'

-.

.

. .

"

1. Change the spring.
2. Replace the seal.

3. First tighten bolts, then check
.
for cracks and sealing.
4. Oil temperature too high. 4. Check cooling circuits.
5. Motor parts defective.
5. Replace defective parts.
Tighten bolts uniformly.
1. Motor is of under capacity 1. Install motor of proper capacity

1

2.

Remedial Action

.

-[

4.0ut let pressure too
high
5. Port plate does not
..
make cantacts.

.

~

5. Dismantle the motor and
repair as per requirement

Annexure

GENERAL SAFETY NOTES
1. The machihe has to be operated as per existing Indian Railways rules and

regulations.
2. The safety of yourself and other people is a most important consideration
in the operation and maintenance of the machine.
3. Remember the machine is a working unit, carrying delicate instruments.

Therefore the machine should not be driven at excessive speed over bad
track or turnouts.
4. Always keep your eye's open for other men working close to the

machine.
5. Do not forget to look out for signals, switches and track obstructions.
6. Remember to make sure that all protection equipment and safety devices

are in place on the machine and in working order especially when it is
being driven from one site to another.

7. Always keep the machine clean. Excessive oil or grease on the machine
can cause you to slip or fall and is also a potential fire hazard.

8. Always lock the machine before you leave. Make sure that the machine is
protected in accordance with railways regulations.

9. Whenever you have the opportunity while waiting to get out on a job, do
some of the smaller maintenance jobs such as tightening loose nuts and
bolts and cleaning the machine.
10. Do nc: perm1 unauthorized persops to operate R e rrackine.
11. It is proh~bltedto use exposed listit or fire Gn o i near the machine.
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